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OBDAutoDoctor 1.5 . With this easy to use OBD2 app, you can communicate with your car's on-board diagnostic system and turn it around. , xiaotec.fi.obdii_150.apk, free all version, Created by xiaotec in Auto. Ã¶ Ã¶, xiaotec.fi. OBD2 Diagnostic Tool OBD2 Diagnostic Tool,
OBD2DiagnosticTool.com. The program has a list of makes and models of cars for which it can work. The program supports most car models that are sold on the Russian market. These are, for example, BMW, AUDI, VW, Mercedes, Ford, LandRover, Saab, Opel, Nissan, etc. But there are
exceptions. For some car brands, this application is not suitable. For example, there is no support for Peugeot and Citroen vehicles.
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